
Often I am engaged to act as if an internal staff member to design, deliver and evaluate an
organisations health & wellbeing program, and wanting to formalise the already generous staff
focused initiatives available, Acrodata contacted me to create a health & wellbeing calendar of events
to deliver over a 12-month period.

Proudly,  Acrodata is one of the Fuji Xerox Business Centre Tasmania
group of companies and is the first privately owned white ribbon
accredited Tasmanian Company.

Popping on my program manager hat, I researched facilitators which matched the program brief,
negotiated fees and delivery options, and collated the calendar of events. Once the calendar was
agreed on, next hat was my change manager beret; I set up a delivery plan which included in house
promotional material, extending invitations the program facilitators to the launch and requesting a
video link from the company CEO espousing their support and commitment to the staff of Acrodata -
high-level support, walking the talk, is imperative to staff buy-in, workshop participation and bringing
the content to life after I have left the building

They launched their program, and the days following the launch, an email was received from the GM
Matthew

Matthew, General Manager, Acrodata

That's gold standard feedback, yeah?

I’d like to bring your attention to the ‘the few we thought might be negative’. I facilitated this surprise
by managing the change being presented to the staff, remembering workplace health& wellbeing is a
brand new concept to staff: I understand the cycle of individual change, the ‘what’s in it for me’
mentality and the importance of a vision, I understand how no one wants to be preached to and how
to inspire an audience.

100% engagement, how often do you experience that?

This engagement came about from effectively directly, guiding and
managing the change, by Knowing my audience, Engaging my
audience, Enabling my audience and Partnering with my audience -
it's how I K.E.E.P my audience. The highlights of my plan included
creating the in-house session and promotional material, inviting the
CEO to launch the program via video link, and guiding the program
vision.

I was more than a vendor to this program, I partnered with the staff and management of Acrodata to
design and deliver their first multi-faceted health and wellbeing program.

How I K.E.E.P my audience

Contact me on 0416 220 833 /
info@healthyhappystaff.com.au to discuss this
service for your organisation
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